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INTRODUCTION

Emotional intelligence (EQ) is the ability to understand, recognise and
manage your emotions, and that of others, in positive ways that helps to
relieve stress, communicate effectively, empathise with others, overcome
challenges and defuse conflict.

Last week, we explored the EQ skill of building meaningful Relationship
Skills by showing Gratitude and Respect to others. This week we talk about
building effective decision making skills by being responsible
and courageous.

Did you know that an average human being makes an estimated 35,000
decisions every day and, according to researchers at Cornell University, 226
of those are on food alone. Some decisions have greater impact than others
and they aren’t always easy to make. Decision-making is a skill set that
needs to be developed like any other skill and that includes acknowledging
that emotions play a part, positive and negative, in your decision-making.

When you’re in a situation where you feel yourself getting highly emotional
(positively or negatively), ask yourself before you make your decision:
- Does this fit in with who I am?
- Am I reacting to pressure from friends, family?
- Am I acting responsibly and with courage?

It is acting responsibly and with courage that we are going to talk more
about today with some fun examples for you to read and get involved in.



COURAGE

Being brave is not easy. In fact it is one of the most
difficult things you can do. Yet it is also one of the most
important attributes to develop.

● Sometimes you may have the choice to be brave;
● Other times you may have no choice but to be brave;
●  Often, you need to be brave when helping other
people.

While you should never put yourself in any danger, our
courageous historical figures chose the more difficult
path selflessly help others, and therefore they were
celebrated for their heroism.

While they performed exceptional acts of heroism,
remember you too can show courage and bravery in
your own daily lives.











COURAGE

We hope you enjoyed reading the stories of our
courageous heroes.

Now it is time to design your own Courageous Champion!

● Go back and look through the stories of our courageous
heroes;
●  Discover which attributes made them courageous - for
e.g.was it because they stood up for others or because they
were very determined to help others
●  Now turn over the page to see your next activity. Each
courageous hero has been assigned an empty box. In this
empty box, you have to write down the attributes of the
courageous hero such as they stood up for others, very
determined etc

Once you’ve filled in the attributes for all of the courageous
heroes, you now know the qualities required to be
courageous.

Which qualities from all of your courageous heroes would
you want in your Courageous Champion?





What does ‘Responsibility’ mean?

Being responsible means a lot more than just doing what others tell
you to do.
- It means taking a stand for what you believe in;
- It means doing the right thing, even when the right thing is hard or
unpopular;
- It means respecting other people and yourself enough to be
honest, fair, compassionate, and courageous.

Being responsible in your decision making is something you should
practice in every environment and situation - whether at home, in
the community, or at school. Here are some everyday examples
where you may need to practice responsible decision making:

Example 1: Your parents may give you the responsibility of combing
your hair and brushing your teeth daily. If you decide not to follow
their guidance, you will end up with tangled hair but far more
painful is having your teeth fixed by the dentist. Prevention is better
than Cure!

Example 2: When a teacher assigns you homework, it becomes your
responsibility to ensure this is completed at home. Failure to do so
will result in the appropriate consequence.

Example 3: If you were to order from a fast-food restaurant, and
take the food out of the establishment, it automatically becomes
your responsibility to discard the packaging responsibly. Choosing
to ignore this responsibility and throwing your rubbish on the floor
could result in a fine for you or your guardian.

RESPONSIBILITY



How to Act Responsibly

● Follow the rules;
● Tell the truth;
● Admit your mistakes and ask for help when you need it;
● Be reliable by finishing tasks on time, and with care;
● Always act appropriately;
●Be a positive member of your family and community.

Our next activity asks you to make a decision in a
responsible manner. How will you choose?

RESPONSIBILITY





On the previous page, we talked about social and personal responsibility but
what do we mean by Environmental Responsibility?

All of us are responsible for the world we live in and one way in which we can
protect and help our Earth is by recycling! Each household creates roughly one
tonne of rubbish per year which adds to land pollution but if we were to all
recycle more, we could help to reduce pollution.

According to www.recyclingbins.co.uk, if each of us in the UK recycled 10%
more paper, we would be helping to save roughly five million trees per year.

What can I recycle?

Paper - newspapers, magazines, catalogues, normal paper, envelopes, non-
shiny wrapping paper and cardboard boxes;
Plastics - drink bottles, shampoo and shower gel bottles, cleaning products
(including the nozzles), skin care products, pots (for yoghurts, soups and
desserts), tubs (for ice cream and butter) and trays (for fruit, meat and ready
meals);
Metals - cans, tins and tin foil; and
Glass - bottles and jars.

When you show that you are responsible, more people will trust you and know
that they can rely on you as you make smart decisions. It will also allow you to
become more independent because you will be a ‘responsible decision-
making expert’. Being responsible not only helps you to get positive results but
it also helps you to stay safe, keep others safe and save our planet.

RESPONSIBILITY




